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39 STEPS TO A GOOD ENOUGH 

INVESTOR PRESENTATION  

By Steve Bowman 

Why just “Good enough?” Sure, what you really want is to show up with an insanely great 
investor presentation that knocks their socks off. But, be realistic. If you’re pitching to 
investors for the first time, you need to walk before you can crawl. First cover the basics 
well enough to not embarrass yourself.  

I see a lot of pitches, many while sitting as a judge elbow to elbow with other investors as 
we screen companies. It’s amazing how often smart CEOs with really promising companies 
get up and make a mess of their presentation. It’s a pity, because much of the mess could have 
been avoided. If only somebody had told them! 

That’s what this list is. Things we gate-keepers want all companies to do, as a minimum, 
when they present to us. Some are straight-forward rules. Some are what not to do—the 
ones that begin with “don’t”. The rest are guidelines that require you to think and decide 
how they apply to your company. 

Once you achieve Good Enough, then you can set your sites on being Outstanding, or 
even Insanely Great. Please understand that this list is limited, there’s a lot left out—most 
notably, advice on how to find and tell your unique story. See my other writings for more 
complete guidelines.  

Let’s get started. But before you rush ahead, be sure to absorb Step #1. All the advice here 
applies to the presentation deck.  

 

1. Distinguish between the presentation deck you use to pitch, and the deck you 
send-ahead in emails or print out. Create and maintain two separate decks. You never 
email, give out, or print your presentation deck. maintain (See my eBook, How to Create a Send-
ahead Deck.) 

2. Start fresh. Don’t recycle slides from other types of presentations. For example, if 
you start with a marketing deck, it will be product heavy; if you start with a technical 
deck, it’ll be too technical. Create a new presentation geared to investors only.     

�3. Write analog.  Don’t open PowerPoint first. Storyboard and outline the narrative 
with whatever planning tool you prefer—a legal pad or a whiteboard or index cards. 
PowerPoint sucks as a planning tool; it’s a presentation tool. 

4. Think visually. As you write the narrative outline, ask “how can I show this idea?” and 
start capturing ideas for graphs, photos, or props to support each narrative point. 
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Capture your ideas in a separate list, in parallel with your emerging outline. Collect 
ideas for statistics, quotes, and example stories too. Return to the list when it’s time to 
make slides. You won’t use every idea, but ones you do use will be the best. 

5. Study recommended slide formulas and suggested investor pitch topics—the ones 
you got from a local angel group, or from Googling “investor presentation”—to 
understand the types of questions that investors want answered. But …  

6. … don’t slavishly follow any of the formulas, no matter what their pedigree! 
Instead, decide which topics are most pertinent to your company and give more 
attention to developing those. For example, if you’re in a highly competitive space, 
you’ll need more than one perfunctory competition slide to explain your competitive 
advantage.  

7. Be especially careful how you define the problem. It’s not always obvious, and many 
startups define it too broadly. For one company I coached recently, they said the 
problem is the need to stop bullying in schools, but the real problem they address is 
schools’ desperate need for an anti-bullying curriculum to comply with recent 
mandates. Another example: it isn’t that more patients need help managing their 
diabetes at home, but the economic pressures on hospitals to lower their readmission 
rates.  

8.  Devote roughly 20% of the narrative to describing the product itself (maybe 50% if 
you’re so early you don’t have customers yet). Don’t just cite features and benefits, but 
connect to how your pride and joy satisfies real customer needs. And show how your 
solution is differentiated from competing solutions—you secret sauce. Devote the 
balance of the pitch to selling the whole business you’re building around the product. 

9.  If the market is specialized or unfamiliar, estimate the size of your total addressable 
market (TAM) in dollars. If your TAM is huge, quantify the market segment you’re 
targeting first. If the segment is obviously huge (for example, video games, or 
enterprise security software), don’t waste time telling us how big it is.  

10.  As a general rule, roughly the first half of your presentation lays out the 
opportunity story—how your create customer value.  What drives the 
opportunity?  Who is your customer? What is the problem you solve or opportunity 
you’re grabbing? What is your solution (product)? How do you create customer 
value? Use plenty of images in this part; show and tell.  Finish the opportunity story 
before turning to …  

11. … tell the business story in roughly the second half, with the focus on execution. 
How do you capture customer value and make money?  Fewer images, more text and 
numbers. (Keeping the opportunity and business stories separate avoids a lot of 
confusion.) 

12. Whatever you do, don’t wait until the end to tell us who you are. Put the team slide 
somewhere in the middle. Better yet, weave introductions to key individuals into the 
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story, matching specific strengths to particular challenges of the venture. For example, 
where you talk about the technology, introduce the genius who invented it; when 
describing marketing, introduce your marketing aces. Action photos of your people are 
a nice touch. 

13.  Wind up with the investment story. How much capital have you raised to date 
(including founder investment and grants)? How much are you raising in this round? 
Optional: use of funds (very high-level; no dollar breakdown). Never, ever calculate any 
type of investment return. Don’t show a valuation (but be prepared for the question). 

14.  Always show financial projections as a table, not a graph. Simplify to no more than 
3 or 4 rows. Round to ($000). Annual projections, not quarterly. Three years, maybe 
four or five. Actual years in the header row (e.g.  2017, not “Year 1”). No extra text on 
the slide. 

15.  In financial projections, use “Goldilocks numbers”—not too hot, not too cold, just 
right.  Never, ever say the words “conservative numbers.” Don’t show assumptions, but 
be prepared for probing questions.  

16.  Don’t use a features/benefits table to explain your competitive positioning. Same 
for those 2x2, 4-quadrant graphics. They’re rigged, and investors know it. Competition 
strategy is never that simple. Figure out what your real competition story is and find a 
way to tell it. Often, it’s integral to the opportunity story, not an after-thought  
Competition Slide tacked onto the end. 

17.  To make your presentation concise and streamlined, describe only the essence of 
your business and the most important “moving parts.” Be sparse with data and details; 
select only the most telling examples and facts. Prune out everything else. Prune again.  

18.  Keep it short by being intentionally incomplete: 
 • Illustrate, don’t prove. No need to pile on evidence at this stage. 
 • If it’s 80% true, it’s true. No need to qualify every statement, or cite every 

exception. 

19.  Watch your language. No jargon or acronyms. Talk in common business 
language. If a technical term is crucial to your story, teach it to us first, then use it. 

20.  Don’t put your entire script on the slides. Rehearse to remember what to say. 
Reading from a prepared script is not the solution. Audiences hate that. (A few notes on 
index cards are okay.)  

21.  Design slides to serve exclusively as visual support for your narrative, not to 
print-out or send-ahead. This frees you to use more images and white space and less 
text.  

22.   Don’t count slides. The number of slides is irrelevant. The audience doesn’t 
care. Use as many low-density slides as you need to make your points clear. Experiment 
spreading multi-part ideas across many slides, or with a series of photos (a nested 
slideshow) to bring us into your world. 
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23.  Use lots of white space. Resist the temptation to fill every inch of every slide. 
Audiences like white space because it helps them know where to look.  

24.  No full paragraphs on a slide, ever! Avoid long sentences. Telegraphic, 
“billboard-style” phrases best. Examine look at every word sentence, and paragraph 
and eagerly delete any extra helper words and superfluous extra modifiers that aren’t 
absolutely necessary to make the point. 

25.  Where possible, use full-size, high resolution photographs. Low-res photos look 
jagged and cheap when projected. Fill at least half, if not all, of the slide with the 
photograph, bleeding to the edge. Optimize the color, crop, and tweak with a 
Photoshop-type tool. 

26.  Never more than ONE chart or graph per slide, and make it big enough to fill the 
screen, even if that means eliminating your logo, and everything else on that slide.  
Prune charts, graphs, diagrams down to bare essentials so they can be grasped in a few 
seconds. Label directly on the chart elements whenever possible. No tiny keys. 

27. Don’t use a busy template with gratuitous graphics that eat up valuable slide real 
estate. Textured backgrounds are so 1996!  

28. Ignore mandates requiring black text on white background, or vice versa. Both 
work just fine. Pick one.  

29. Don’t put a title and logo on every slide. Use a title only if it plays well with, not 
against, the slide content. Most people read the title last, and if it’s a busy slide, not at 
all. Emulating newspaper headlines, write titles to convey some of the message. 

30. Put your logo in the lower right corner of some slides—a third is plenty. Text slides 
are best for logos. Make it small.  

31.  Don’t frustrate the audience. Eliminate anything on a slide that can’t be seen 
easily from the back of the room. No exceptions. 

 • No fonts smaller than 24 pts. 

 • Sans-serif fonts like Ariel, Calibri, Verdana, Century Gothic, when projected, 
are easier to read than serif fonts like Times New Roman. 

 • Use only high contrast colors, especially for text. Test on a shitty projector 
with a weak bulb. 

32 . Title Case in Bullets is Hard to Read. Use sentence case instead. In All text you 
Write, be careful and Root Out the Scourge of random Capitalization.  

33.  Don’t be cheesy: avoid clip art and clichéd images like the plague (examples: 
business people shaking hands, chess pieces, piles of money). 

34.  Forbidden slides: No agendas, or mission statements, or vision statements, or 
corporate org charts. No “Thank you” or “Questions?” slides at the end—they’re dumb. 
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35.  Begin with a short, rehearsed introduction in front of a title slide, which shows your 
gorgeous logo in the top half of the slide, your name beneath that, and contact 
information (email or website). You might add a short positioning statement and the 
dollar amount of the raise. 

36.  Rehearse at least three times out loud, in full voice. Time your presentation and 
practice until you can do it in 30 seconds less than the allotted time. 

37. Keep within the allotted time at all costs! If you’re told you have ten minutes, stop 
at ten minutes. Even if you aren’t forced to stop, we notice.  

38.  Practice maximizing eye contact.  Speak to the screen and you’re dead. 

39. End with a duplicate of the title slide, and a very short, rehearsed close. Leave the 
title slide up during Q&A.  

 

More at BizClarity.com and HowToTalkToMoney.com (coming soon) 

Other guidelines from the How to Talk to Money Series on Investor Presentations: 

• How to Avoid a Trainwreck  
• How to Ace the One-pager  
• How to Create a Send-ahead Deck 
• How to Talk to Money  
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